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What Is a Mentor?
The original Mentor was described by Homer as the 
“wise and trusted counselor” whom Odysseus left in 
charge of his household during his travels. Athena, in 
the guise of Mentor, became the guardian and teacher 
of Odysseus’ son Telemachus.

A mentor is defined in the Oxford dictionary as an 
“experienced and trusted adviser”. This description re-
flects how we would like to see mentors work with their 
mentees. As a mentor you will have the opportunity 
to use your experience and knowledge in a facilitative 
manner to support the development of the mentee. 
However, the responsibility for making things happen 
and putting plans into action lies primarily with the 
mentee – not with you.

In the broad sense intended here, a mentor is someone 
who takes a special interest in helping another person 
deBottom of Formvelop into a successful profession-
al. Some students, particularly those working in large 
laboratories and institutions, find it difficult to develop 
a close relationship with their faculty adviser or labo-
ratory director. They might have to find their mentor 
elsewhere-perhaps a fellow student, another faculty 
member, a wise friend, or another person with experi-
ence who offers continuing guidance and support.

DefInItIons
Mentor – An individual who has experience and understanding of the state’s 

formal and informal structure, procedures, and culture, and who can provide 
insight, guidance, and development resources to a mentee. Together, they dis-
cover learning opportunities within and outside their current work. Mentor’s 
stimulate others through ideas and information that can lead to personal and 
professional growth.

Mentoring – The learning relationship used to instruct and motivate individuals to 
gain knowledge insight and improvement in their skills and abilities.

Mentee – An individual receiving counsel, orientation, and other pertinent devel-
opmental opportunities or resources from a mentor.

“A leader is one who 
knows the way, goes the 

way, and shows the way.”

-John C. Maxwell

“We lead by being hu-
man. We do not lead by 

being corporate, by being 
professional or being 

institutional.”

-Paul Hawken

“If your actions inspire 
others to dream more, 

learn more, do more and 
become more, you are a 

leader.” 
-John Quincy Adams
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What Is MentorIng?
Mentoring is essentially about helping people to develop more effectively. It is a 
relationship designed to build confidence and support the mentee so they are able 
to take control of their own development and work.

Mentoring is not the same as training, teaching or coaching, and a mentor doesn’t 
need to be a qualified trainer or an expert in the role the mentee carries out. They 
need to be able to listen and ask questions that will challenge the mentee to identify 
the course of action they need to take in regards to their own development. Finding 
the right mentor is critical, ideal mentors are individuals who are willing to go out 
of their way to see that their mentees get the best possible chance to succeed.

Today, mentoring is a process in which an experienced individual helps another 
person develop his or her goals and skills through a series of time-limited, confi-
dential, one-on-one conversations and other learning activities. Mentors also draw 
benefits from the mentoring relationship. As a mentor, you will have the opportuni-
ty to share your wisdom and experiences, evolve your own thinking, develop a new 
relationship, and deepen your skills as a mentor.

the role of a Mentor
In the beginning stages of mentor/mentee matches 
– some of your mentees may appear hesitant and 
uncertain of this new mentor relationship. This 
guarded attitude is simply a manifestation of each 
of their insecurities about the mentor relationship 
and college itself. We know because we have been 
there ourselves — right?

• Your mentees’ insecurities will gradually 
transform to more positive ones, especially 
once you have helped them become some-
what familiar with you and college life.

• This mentor-mentees relationship has an 
initial phase. This phase is where your mentees are more interested in getting 
to know how “real” you are and how much they can trust you. Establish how 
you can reach your mentees by email, texting, phone, or face to face meet-
ings. Experience proves that emailing or phoning your mentees is usually the 
best way to make contact. Establish a contact schedule that you will be able 
commit to. This will build your mentees trust in you, especially by showing 
them that you’re trustworthy and dependable.

A MENTOR wears many 
hats. Depending on the men-
tee’s needs and goals, the 
mentor will act as a teacher, 
advisor, sponsor, validator, 
positive role model, confi-
dant, motivator, leader, and 
friend. The relationship can 
have a long-range impact on 
the growth of both partners.
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• Please don’t try to be teacher, disciplinarian, therapist, or advisor. Your role 
is just to be a dependable, consistent friend and role model. Present infor-
mation clearly and give all points of view a fair hearing. Listen carefully and 
offer possible solutions without passing judgment. Do not criticize or preach. 
Instead, think of ways to problem solve together without telling them what to 
do. Never say “should have” or “I told you so” to your mentees.

• Always respect the uniqueness and honor the integrity of your mentees and 
influence them through constructive feedback. The mentor empowers the 
mentees to make the right decisions without actually deciding for the mentee. 
Identify your mentees’ interests and take them seriously. Be alert for oppor-
tunities and mentoring moments. Always help your mentees explore both 
positive and negative consequences.

• Help your mentees set realistic expectations and goals and make achieve-
ment fun for them. Remember there is a difference between encouraging 
and demanding. Your main goal is to encourage and help your mentees to 
continue on to their 2nd year of college and further. Assist them in making 
connections between their actions today and reaching their goals and dreams 
of tomorrow. Encourage them to believe in themselves and to know that it’s 
possible for them to achieve their goals and dreams. After all, you’re a perfect 
example that it is possible, which is inspirational to your mentees. Don’t get 
discourage if some of your mentees are having a difficult time turning their 
lives around or making improvements. Mentors have a great deal of impact; 
it’s not always immediately evident. Look for simple signs, such as increased 
attendance, improved grades, increased contact with you, and increased ex-
pression of their appreciation.

• As a friend, you can share information, but know your limitations — you are 
not an advisor. Problems that your mentees may share with you regarding 
substance abuse, or abuses of any kind, are best handled by the profession-
als. If you have any concerns, contact the Mentor Coordinator immediately.

• Sometimes you may have involvement with some of your mentees parents. Be 
supportive of the parents, even when you disagree. Don’t ever take sides or 
make judgments concerning any family conflict or situation.

hoW Do I BeCoMe a Mentor
There are many kinds of mentoring relationships, ranging from informal to for-
mal. An informal mentoring relationship usually occurs in a spontaneous format. 
(Think of times you have been helped by someone more experienced than you with-
out explicitly asking to be mentored.) Informal mentoring may also occur within 
the context of other relationships such as a supervisory relationship or even peer 
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relationships. A formal mentoring relationship is characterized by its intentionality 
– the partners in the relationship ask for or offer the mentoring, establish goals for 
the relationship and make agreements about its nature. There are also mentoring 
programs that facilitate formal mentoring relationships.

A “facilitated” mentoring relationship has been defined as “…a structure and series 
of processes designed to create effective mentoring relationships; guide the desired 
behavior change for those involved; and evaluate the results for the protégés, the 
mentors and the organization.”

These mentoring relationships occur within a structured and defined framework 
and involve a third party. Often these programs have a specific goal such as helping 
participants develop their careers. Mentoring relationships can occur at all profes-
sional levels. The key feature of a mentoring relationship is that a more experienced 
individual helps another achieve his or her goals and develop as a person. The 
mentor may help the protégé (the person being mentored) develop specific job skills 
or leadership capacities.

If you have been approached to be a mentor, or would like to offer to be someone’s 
mentor, reflect on these questions prior to committing to the relationship:

• What experiences and learning can I bring to the mentoring relationship?

• What are my own expectations for the relationship?

• Are there any obstacles that could impede the relationship’s development?

This guide will help you develop the skills you need to make the most of the men-
toring relationship, whether formal or informal. Use it to plan your mentoring in-
teractions.

requIreMents anD responsIBIlItIes for Mentors
1� You must commit to mentor for at least one-year.

If the commitment becomes impossible, please allow 60 days + for Y-KNOT Inc. to 
find a replacement mentor before you exit the program. Please share your knowl-
edge of the child’s interests and needs to help Y-KNOT make a successful match.

2� Meet with your mentee at least 8 (eight) hours each month, and maintain 
weekly contact.

If you cannot meet a particular week, call your mentee and let him/her know. If 
you are going to be out of town, send him/her a postcard or letter.

3. At 10 months into your commitment, Y-KNOT Inc. will connect with you to see 
if you would like to mentor beyond your 1-year commitment. If yes, your com-
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mitment will be renewed for an additional 6 months and continue on a 6-month 
basis moving forward.

4. When the time comes after a minimum of a year commitment that you decide 
you can no longer be mentor, you are required to attend a closure meeting for 
you and your mentee.

5� Ensure the majority of the hours each month are one-on-one hours between 
you and your mentee. Often, if other children are on an outing, the focus is 
among the children themselves and not the mentor/child relationship.

6. Know your mentee’s short- and long-term goals. Solicit ideas from your men-
tee so he/she feels his/her ideas and wishes are being heard and acted upon. 
Ensure that your mentee’s guardian is aware of the goals your mentee estab-
lishes.

7. If you feel your mentee’s basic needs are not being met (such as food, clothing, 
medical and dental care, recreation, and education), immediately inform Y-KNOT 
Inc. Sometimes we can help identify resources, other times we need to report this 
information to CFSA for the well- being of the child.

8. On average, do not spend more than three hours a month tutoring or going over 
homework with your mentee. While education is clearly important, we are not a 
tutoring program.

9� Keep all appointments with your mentee and arrive on time for those ap-
pointments. If you must break an appointment, please notify him/her as far 
in advance as possible, and explain the reason for canceling. Remember, your 
mentee has had disappointments in life; inconsistency and unreliability on your 
part could foster distrust. Insist that your mentee reciprocate in this area; this 
will help him/her develop a sense of responsibility.

10. We believe in order to establish a supportive culture for our mentors, it is im-
portant to develop fellowship and a sharing of common problems among mentors. 
In turn, Y-KNOT Inc. hopes to kindle the professional development of each of our 
mentors.

reportIng
1. Online reporting will be done on the mentor portal of Y-KNOT Inc.’s website, where 

mentors will report the progress, health, and quality of the mentoring relationship. 
Upon match, Y-KNOT Inc. will assign each mentor a login and password, as well 
as instructions on how to report mentoring sessions. Report on the mentor portal 
shortly after each outing, phone conversation, email or other communication with 
your mentee. All forms of communication and interaction must be reported.
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2. If you have any questions, or if you feel uncomfortable about something in your 
match, immediately inform the Mentor Coordinator. The Mentoring Coordinator 
can be reached at the main office at (240) 452-0603. You will also be given their 
email and cell phone number.

3. It is your responsibility to inform Y-KNOT Inc. of any changes in your telephone 
number or address, or that of your mentee’s that you are aware of.

4. You should maintain at least monthly contact with your Mentor Coordinator.

reportIng suspICIons of negleCt 
or aBuse to Cfsa

1. Mandated Reporter: As a Mandated Reporter, you are required to immediately re-
port to CFSA suspected child abuse and neglect. You must call the CFSA hotline 
(202) 671-7233 and report any incident suspect of abuse or neglect. If you do 
not want to call CFSA, you must ensure that the Mentor Coordinator calls on 
your behalf within 12 hours. If you cannot reach your Mentor Coordinator within 
12-hours, YOU MUST make the report and then inform Y-KNOT Inc.

2. Unusual Incident Report: Incidents that are not immediate signs of abuse or 
neglect are reported to Y-KNOT Inc. immediately. The Mentor Coordinator will 
submit a report to CFSA for further investigation. You must inform the Mentor 
Coordinator within 24 hours.

3. If you learn your mentee missed school more than three times, was disciplined 
in school, is involved in Juvenile Court, or causes you any significant concern, 
please note it in your monthly report and alert Y-KNOT Inc. immediately.

the Do’s anD Don’ts of a Mentor
Peer Mentors should...

• Collaborate with the Director, Community Engagement and Mentors in the 
design and adjustment of your mentoring activities. Include the Director, 
Community Engagement and Mentors on emails regarding questions about 
and changes in mentoring activities. Coordinate, as needed, with other peer 
mentors in the program, as well.

• Engage in professional, ethical mentoring behavior with students that are 
in line with the philosophy of the Y-KNOT program and the Mentoring roles 
discussed in this orientation manual.

• Be respectful of the expertise and authority of all Y-KNOT staff. Be assertive 
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and take initiative in suggesting ideas, in arranging meetings, or resolving 
problems related to your peer mentoring role.

• Engage in regular, responsible record-keeping in logs, surveys, and other 
paperwork.

• Provide advance notice to the Director, Community Engagement and Men-
tors, and students regarding your lateness, illness, etc. and any other issues 
that may impinge on your peer mentoring services.

• If you are, or become, a personal friend to a student in your mentor mentee 
relationship, you must draw a clear line between friendship and performing 
in your peer mentoring role (See DON’T s).

• If you witness or you suspect a case of student misconduct --report to the 
Director, Community Engagement and Mentors immediately.

Peer Mentors should NOT...

• Do NOT criticize your mentees in any way, on any subject matter, whether it 
is personal, cultural, or academically related.

• Do NOT discuss any particular mentee’s grades or personal information with 
another student. Student grades are private and confidential between stu-
dents and instructors.

• Do NOT comment negatively to mentees about any instructors’ teaching 
methods, assignments, personality, or grading policies. Do not slander staff 
and programs of this university. Your role should enhance student morale 
and equip students to overcome challenges and work through misunder-
standings.

• Do NOT try to mediate complicated or serious disputes between mentees and 
others, nor should you provide intensive counseling services to distressed 
students. Refer students to their advisor to resolve disputes directly or to 
campus counseling services.

• Do NOT fraternize with your mentees and maintain appropriate conduct at 
all times.

• Do NOT falsify your time logs or other program records.

• Do NOT except any gifts of monetary value from your mentees
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requIreMents of a great Mentor
The mentoring literature shows that mentors and protégés tend to employ certain 
mentoring skills. Research also indicates that these skills can be developed, and 
that particular skills or competencies seem to result in the most successful mento-
ring relationships. Linda Phillips-Jones, Ph.D., mentoring expert and author of The 
New Mentors & Protégés: How to Succeed with the New Mentoring Partnerships, 
and numerous guides and tools for mentors and protégés (see Appendix III), studied 
hundreds of mentor-protégé relationships and developed a set of critical mentoring 
skills and competencies. The key mentoring skills discussed here are adapted from 
her work.

Actively Listen – The average person can speak 150 words per minute, but they 
can listen to 1,000 words per minute. That discrepancy gives the listener plenty 
of time for their mind to wander. So the key to a great mentorship is to create 
a space for active listening – a place where the mentee not only feels heard, but 
empathized with. Additionally, letting your mentee talk it out can be helpful for 
them to sort through the situation they are discussing.

• Show interest in what he or she is saying, and reflect back important aspects 
of what he or she has said to show that you’ve understood;

• Use body language (such as making eye contact) that shows you are paying 
attention to what he or she is saying; and

• If you are talking to him or her by phone, reduce background noise and limit 
interruptions. Your protégé will feel that he or she has your undivided atten-
tion. When utilizing e-mail, answer within 24 hours if possible, and be sure 
your message is responsive to his or her original message.

Offer Concrete Advice – Sometimes a mentee will come into a session not pre-
pared. The key for a successful mentorship is to provide real, tangible steps a 
person can take.

Be Responsible and Respectful – A formal mentorship agreement mans both the 
mentor and the mentee have committed to the process. A great mentor will 
follow through on that commitment.

Advocate for your Mentee – One of the cornerstones of a great mentorship rela-
tionship is the investment a mentor makes in their mentee. If a mentor is willing 
to put in extra time to make sure their mentee is getting the resources and 
advice they need to get ahead – that’s a hallmark of a great mentor.

Be Curious – This attribute might seem a bit odd, but curious mentors are invested 
in finding the best ways to help their mentee. They want to know more about 
how their mentee works and their goals in line. A curious mentor is a mentor 
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who is ready to go the extra mile for their mentee.

Have Patience- Committing to a mentorship relationship can be a long-term en-
deavor. Over your relationship with your mentee they may neglect advice of 
flounder.

Be a Good Role Model – By volunteering as a mentor, you are raising the bar for 
how you conduct yourself. Leading by example allows your mentee to go beyond 
the conversation you have with them and follow your direction. You don’t have 
to be a saint, but it is good to be cognizant that someone who wants to emulate 
you is watching you.

Be Prepared – Walk into every mentorship session with a loose game plan of what 
you want to discuss and what goals you want to achieve. You can plan each 
session by first asking your mentee what they want to get out of the relationship 
and what topics they want to discuss.

skIlls anD experIenCe requIreD 
to Be a Mentor

• Self-Awareness – you should have a good understanding of your own strengths 
and development needs.

• Organizational know-how – you should know how to get things done at 
Y-KNOT Inc. and how things work.

• Credibility – you should have personal and professional credibility.

• Accessibility – you should be willing and able to commit sufficient time to 
your mentee to offer support and guidance.

• Communication – you need excellent communication skills and be able to 
understanding the ideas and feelings of others. You also need to be a great 
listener.

• Ability to empower – you should be able to create an working environment 
where it is safe for individuals to try out different things, allowing them to 
contribute help in different ways.

• A desire to help others develop – you should understand how individuals de-
velop and have experience, either formally or informally, of developing others.

• Inventiveness – be open to new ways of doing things and different ways of 
networking.

• Empathy – ability to empathize with others.
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• Understanding – you should be prepared to try and understand different 
perspectives, approaches and possibly background of different mentees.

CharaCterIstICs of effeCtIve 
MentorIng relatIonshIps

Although there are many unanswered questions about what constitutes an effective 
mentoring relationship, there is research evidence supporting several important 
considerations:

• Mentoring relationships that are based on empathy, high positive expecta-
tions and advocacy correlate with higher levels of school and community 
engagement among mentees.

• The bst results in mentoring programs occur n mentor/mentee matches that 
last for at least 12 months.

• Mentoring relationships that are short-lived or have low levels of contact be-
tween mentor and mentee can do more harm than good.

• Frequent positive contact between mentors and mentees has been linked to 
better academic performance, fewer absences and less health-endangering 
behaviors.

• Youth who are the most at-risk or disadvantaged can gain significant benefits 
from long-lasting mentoring relationships.

• Mentoring relationships that focus on strengths rather than trying to remedi-
ate deficits are most beneficial in assisting mentees in reaching their potential.

• Empathetic understanding, racial and gender matching, and common inter-
ests are important considerations when pairing mentors and mentees, with 
empathetic understanding being the most critical for younger participants.

support for Mentors
At times you may feel that you need a little support yourself as a mentor; you may 
have faced or be dealing with a situation with your mentee and be unsure how to 
approach it. There are a range of support methods available to mentors.

• Your colleagues and peers

• Your own mentor if you have one (a good idea if you are going to mentor others)

• Mentor development sessions
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the BenefIts of MentorIng

For the Mentor For the Mentee

• Satisfaction from seeing others develop
• Increased recognition from peers
• Challenge and stimulation
• Having identified future potential of the 

person they are mentoring
• Learning and developing yourself from 

the process
• Satisfaction at the success of the mentee
• Recognition of your mentoring skills by 

the organization
• Motivation from self-development and 

responsibility

• Increased self -confidence and motivation
• Support and challenge in formulating a 

clear sense of personal direction
• An opportunity to develop skills
• A source of knowledge to tap into
• An opportunity to think about things in a 

different way

the MentorIng proCess

Initial Meeting: Mentoring Sessions: Moving On:

• Explain the purpose of the 
mentoring relationship.

• The format of the meeting 
and how they will work.

• what you will commit and 
your role

• What is expected from 
mentees and their role

• Review experience
• Identify objectives
• Provide feedback
• Identify strengths and 

achievements
• Identify areas of develop-

ment
• Explore options
• Coaching on specific 

areas
• Discuss personal issues
• Keep things confidential

• Identifying when the rela-
tionship reaches a natural 
end

• Review and sign off objec-
tives and goals

• Helpping the mentee to 
identify the next steps

• Self-reflection and review 
on the effectiveness of the 
relationship by both par-
ties
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Is MentorIng the rIght role for You?
By and large, youth appreciate mentors who are supportive, caring, and willing 
to assist them with activities that support academic, career, social, or personal 
goals. The longer the relationship continues, the more positive the outcome, and 
youth are more likely to benefit from mentoring if their mentor maintains frequent 
contact with them and also knows their families.

A potential mentor should consider these questions:

• What experiences and learning can I bring to the mentoring relationship?

• What are my own expectations for the relationship?

• Are there any obstacles that could impede the relationship’s development?

It is important to understand the expectations and assumptions that both the 
mentor and the mentee have about the mentoring relationship. They should begin 
with a discussion of each other’s goals for the relationship. How frequently they will 
meet in person? Will they communicate via phone or e-mail and set up a means of 
contact in case of an urgent issue? Addressing expectations at the beginning of a 
mentoring relationship helps avoid confusion about roles and responsibilities.

If a potential mentor has concerns about whether they are ready to take on this 
role, this basic mentor motivation inventory adapted from P. Caddick’s “Who is 
Holding the Rope for You: Building Effective Mentoring Relationships Mentoring 
Workbook” can help them self-assess whether this is right for them. For each item 
below, the potential mentor should put a check in the “yes” column if the reason 
listed reflects why mentoring is appealing. If it is not, the potential mentor should 
put a check in the “no” column. Concrete examples can illustrate each answer.

My Motivation to Mentor Yes No Examples
I like it when others seek me out 
for advice or guidance. 
Helping others learn is personally 
rewarding. 
I enjoy sharing my specific 
knowledge. 
Collaborative learning is fun. 
I am energized by working with 
people who are different than me.
I seek out opportunities to further 
my own growth. 
I want to be a mentor because…

My experience will contribute to this relationship by…
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DefInIntIon of a Y-knot Mentor
Our working definition of a Y-KNOT mentor is built upon the following assumptions:

• Mentoring is only as effective as the quality of the relationships that are 
formed between mentors and mentees.

• Y-KNOT educational programs and philosophy of youth development provide 
an optimal foundation for effective mentoring.

• Effective mentoring requires an unwavering belief in human potential.

• Mentoring for positive youth development focusses on assets and not deficits.

• Mentoring is mutually regulated experience where both mentor and mentee 
learn about themselves and the other person.

• Successful mentoring relationships require reflection, self-disclosure, and an 
openness to giving and receiving feedback.

DIfferent roles a Mentor 
MaY Be requIreD to take
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Coaching 
Core skills needed:

•	 Listening with an open mind and 
suspending judgements

•	 Being able to see the issue from a 
different perspective, that of the 
mentee

•	 Identifying behaviors that needs to 
change

•	 Provide constructive feedback
•	 Setting projects that stretch the 

mentee 

This is a very active role for the mentor 
where you will be working with the men-
tee to encourage them in the development 
of relevant skills and attitudes for the fu-
ture. The focus of the coaching role is on 
the ability to help the mentee see beyond 
the current situation and to identify what 
the future can look like and what needs to 
happen to help achieve this goal.

Counseling
Core skills needed:

•	 Listening –withholding comments 
unless it helps the mentee to clarify 
the thoughts

•	 Focusing on observable behaviors 
rather that personality traits

•	 The ability to handle negative infor-
mation without driving the mentee 
into an emotional corner

•	 Avoiding unconstructive criticism

In counseling mode the mentor acts as a 
sounding board what the mentee is solv-
ing a problem or making a difficult deci-
sion. As a confidant, the mentor helps the 
mentee to clarify the real issues involved 
and to see the bigger picture.

Networking

Core skills needed:

•	 The ability to define and understand 
networks, what adds value and why

•	 Understanding key areas you need 
to influence and who are the key 
individuals

In the role of networking the mentor alerts 
the mentee to the use of contacts both 
formal and informal outside of the official 
structure of the organization. They also 
explain how these individuals can add 
value to the mentee in the achievement of 
their goals.

Facilitating
Core skills needed:

•	 Being clear about what needs to 
happen and why

•	 Recognizing potential barriers and 
what causes them

•	 Provides advice and guidance on 
ways to overcome barriers

•	 Smoothing the path for mentees

The mentor as a facilitator tacks action 
that will indirectly smooth the way for 
something else to happen. This could be 
as simple as passing on a phone number 
or making an introduction to someone 
who will be helpful for the mentee either 
now or in the future.
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MentorIng usIng the groW MoDel
The Grow Model is a good way to structure a meeting with your mentee. You can 
either start with the goal or work logically through the model or you can move 
the model around, starting with the reality and then the goal, if this works best. 
Remember to always finish with the way forward and ensure that this is set and 
owned by the mentee. The model is outlined below:

Goal – get the mentee to focus on the future and on what THEY want to achieve as 
an individual. It is not where you think they should be aiming.

Reality – Ask questions to help the mentee establish where they are now. If you 
work with the individual directly you may need to give feedback on actual per-
formance.

Options – help the mentee to identify what different options are open to them and 
ask questions to help them explore the reality of each of these options.
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Way Forward – encourage the mentee to design an action plan which they have 
set and encourage them to set SMART objectives, objectives that are specific, 
measurable, achievable, and realistic for the mentee in their current position 
and that have a clear timetable attached.

hoW InDIvIDuals learn
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This diagram shows the process of learning. By following the diagram through we 
are able as individuals to embed our leraning and part of the role of a mentor is 
to encourage mentees to work through the learning cycle. An individual’s learning 
style will determin where they naturally want to spend most the time.

Understanding the learning style of your mentee is helpful in showing you the part 
of the learning cycle they will lean towards naturally and where you may need to 
give a little push. An easy way to find out and individuals learning style is to ask 
them to describe something they learned and how they did it. For example, riding 
a bike, learning a musical instrument, learning a language or how they approach 
building packaged furniture.

It is helpful to also recognize your own learning style so you are aware of the areas 
you may gloss over as they don’t suit your own natural way of learning.

The chart below gies more examples of learning styles:

ManagIng the MeetIngs
The mentor should take on the role of the facilitator during the meetings using 
questions and a non-directive, nonjudgmental approach. Following the GROW 
model will be really helpful during the meetings.

Remember meetings will not be the only form of contact with your mentee. Tele-
phone calls, emails and brief before or after school discussions will also be a part 
of the process but you should have an agreed on number of face to face scheduled 
meetings with your mentee.
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genDer ConsIDeratIons
Gender-related norms and expectations play an important role in shaping rela-
tionships. The way boys and girls are socialized from early childhood influences 
so many things, including help-seeking behavior, expectations about the role and 
importance of friendships, valuing of intimacy and connection versus autonomy, 
and interactions with the opposite sex, including the role of authority figures and 
potential mentors who are of the opposite sex. Peace Corps Volunteers who are for-
mal or informal mentors in their communities may want to consider how the above 
factors can affect relationships with their mentees. The mentoring relationship also 
provides an opportunity to assist mentees with negotiating gender-related barriers 
and challenges to achieving their full potential. The initial evidence in this area 
suggests that:

• Girls and young women may value building connections versus independence 
in relationships, relying on a mentor for support, while boys and young men 
may prioritize wanting to appear self-contained.

• Mentoring relationships may develop differently for girls and boys. It may 
take longer to build a relationship with girls and young women, but, in gen-
eral, that relationship will last longer. Girls and young women tend to express 
greater satisfaction with longer-term relationships that focus on emotional 
support. This kind of support can be particularly important for girls in times 
of stress.

• For girls and young women, a mentor can provide an invaluable sounding 
board for identifying how they might deal with gender-related challenges in-
cluding, for example, discriminatory school and employment practices and 
societal norms that impede their full participation in school and in the com-
munity.

• Mentoring relationships can also play a vital role in boys’ and young men’s 
lives, especially during critical transitional times. While boys and young men 
may focus more on action versus support and learning opportunities (i.e., 
practicing technical skills), the mentoring relationship also offers a safe space 
for them to work through any challenges they may be facing. Mentors also 
serve as role models for young men negotiating the role of masculinities in 
their lives.

It is important to consider the role of gender when thinking about matching men-
tors and mentees. In general, matching mentors with mentees of the same sex may 
provide significant benefits and safeguards. Matching mentors and mentees of the 
same sex is especially important in any situation where there may otherwise be a 
perception of a sexual relationship. In many contexts, it may be culturally inappro-
priate for girls and young women to have a male mentor. Matching with the same 
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sex may also be particularly helpful for girls and young women who may not have 
had female role models in their lives. For both young men and women, having a 
mentor of the same sex can facilitate discussion around sensitive topics.

enDIng the MentorIng relatIonshIp
It is important to consider how the mentoring relationship will end. Discuss the 
reasons for the ending of the relationship with your mentee. In certain situations 
the end date is agreed during the initial meeting but it is not always possible in all 
situations to be able to identify a clear end date. Reasons for ending the mentoring 
relationship can be varied:

• The relationship has achieved its objective

• You feel that your mentee is confident and ready to move on

• You have tried by the mentee is not responding

• The relationship isn’t working successfully and both parties wish to move on.

It is useful and good practice for the mentor and mentee to revisit the original goals 
and objectives and compare them with actual outcomes. This allows both parties 
to review what progress has been made and acknowledge what has been achieved. 
It is useful to encourage the mentee to find another mentor for the next stage of 
their journey and you may even be able to suggest individuals the mentee may 
like to approach. However you should take time to evaluate how you feel you have 
developed during the relationships and what lessons you have learned.
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MentorIng traInIng
New mentors will have approximately 9-10 
hours of training prior to the beginning 
of their mentoring session. Working men-
tors will have continued training hours 
(approximately 6-8 more hours) through-
out the following year long commitment. 
Training is a crucial aspect of mentoring.

Mentors are required and expected to at-
tend all sessions. Training sessions can 
be administered in small or large group 
workshop settings, individually, and online.

A mentor’s eagerness and attentiveness in their participation of training sessions 
is key indicator to their participation in the program and will be highly noted in 
review for future program participation, employment, and end of year mentor.

goals of Mentor orIentatIon anD traInIng:
• To welcome and inform mentors of, procedures, policies and j responsibilities 

and expectations in working for the Y-KNOT mentor program.

• To define the roles of a mentor and to provide instruction that will help men-
tors acquire the skills that will enable them to assume each role efficiently 
while employing effective communication skills.

• To obtain and record information from the mentors during mentor staff meet-
ings that will enable the supervisory staff to organize the mentoring program 
so that it efficiently meets the needs of the population it serves.

• To inform and update mentors of all available resources in our program and 
on campus to help them perform their mentoring duties, and to pass on those 
services and resources to their mentees.

• To provide mentors with the opportunity to continue their own growth and 
development in life-management skills, study techniques, and interpersonal 
skills that will prove invaluable.

• To help mentors meet mentor certification requirements.

A mentor’s training hours will be logged and kept in the program coordinator’s 
mentor files for tracking and verification purposes. Online trainings are tracked 
via email and by printed certificates upon completion of training sessions. Mentors 
are advised to read through the mentor orientation manual even after material is 
covered in the orientation training.
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polICIes anD proCeDures
Attendance:

Mentors are allotted 3 absences each 6 month term. After the 4th absence YOU 
WILL BE RELEASED FROM THE PROGRAM.

Dress Code:

Mentors are expected to present a clean and 
professional appearance at all times. Person 
appearance is an important factor in deter-
mining the image we project, and it affects the 
attitude of those with whom we have contact 
and those whom we serve. As a rule, if you 
think it may be inappropriate, do not wear it. 
The following is a guideline for appropriate 
dress:

ITEMS NOT PERMITTED:

Spaghetti straps, cut-off shorts, 
bedroom clothing, tights, leggings, 
sexually suggestive attire, attire 
that depicts drugs, tobacco, or 
alcoholic beverages, bicycle rac-
ing attire, flip flops, see-through 
garments, halter-tops, backless 
dresses, tube tops and bare mid-
riff outfits, excessive jewelry, and 
compression clothing.
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Professional Behavior:

Always Wear your Badge: Signing in and wearing the Y-KNOT Inc. issued ID badge 
allows you to be easily identified.

No Mobile Devices Allowed! Your mentee is not allowed cell phone use on campus 
and neither are mentors! This is strictly during the time of mentoring. It is your 
responsibility to give your mentee your undivided attention so please adhere to this 
policy. MENTORS ARE NOT PERMITTED TO TAKE ANY PHOTOS AND/OR VIDEO 
RECORDINGS OF THE MENTEE!

Never Be Alone with your Mentee(s)! No mentor under any circumstances should 
be in a room or other space by themselves with a child. Mentoring should always 
occur in an area with other adults so that the mentor and mentee can be easily 
seen together.

No Social Media! DO NOT add or befriend mentees on social media outlets under 
any circumstances. Nor are mentors to post any pictures of mentees on social 
media outlets.

Never Ride Mentees in your car! No mentor under any circumstance should ride 
their mentee in their personal vehicle.
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